A POS system built for you, your staff, and your customers.

Now that’s new.

Lightweight and mobile by design, and ready for checkout wherever you or your merchandise may be.

Tulip POS is a cloud-based point of sale created to handle all the demands of omnichannel retail.

Endless Aisle
Access inventory anywhere in your system – including online – and checkout your customers’ complete order in a single transaction, even if it’s a mixed basket.

Pricing and promotion engine
Price and promote products any time, anywhere. Manage complex discounts and pricing schemes including bundled pricing and location variations.

BORIS omnichannel returns
A positive return experience gives customers confidence to buy again, and leads to a higher lifetime customer value. Tulip POS easily handles refunds, exchanges and other return types, no matter where the original goods were bought.
Enterprise scalability
National and international retailers need a POS that offers cross-store visibility, stringent compliance capabilities, and sometimes even the ability to manage multiple corporate entities. Tulip POS was crafted with these needs in mind, and engineered without an expensive and monolithic architecture.

Uncompromising security
Customers trust you to take care of their personal and payment data. Tulip POS boasts world-class security certifications so you and your customers can have calm, confident peace of mind.

Integration ready
Extensibility matters in today’s fast-moving technology environment. Tulip uses modern APIs and webhooks to connect to your OMS, catalog, tax systems, and others to accommodate your needs today and tomorrow. Tulip also supports a nearly limitless number of payment types and can turn on new ones at the flip of a switch.

Want to learn more? Visit tulip.com/contact-us to book a meeting.